We consider the non-parametric regression problem under Huber's -contamination model, in which an fraction of observations are subject to arbitrary adversarial noise. We first show that a simple local binning median step can effectively remove the adversary noise and this median estimator is minimax optimal up to absolute constants over the Hölder function class with smoothness parameters smaller than or equal to 1. Furthermore, when the underlying function has higher smoothness, we show that using local binning median as pre-preprocessing step to remove the adversarial noise, then we can apply any non-parametric estimator on top of the medians. In particular we show local median binning followed by kernel smoothing and local polynomial regression achieve minimaxity over Hölder and Sobolev classes with arbitrary smoothness parameters. Our main proof technique is a decoupled analysis of adversary noise and stochastic noise, which can be potentially applied to other robust estimation problems. We also provide numerical results to verify the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
Introduction
Nonparametric regression has a wide range of applications in statistics and machine learning research [Larry, 2006 , Tsybakov, 2009 , Friedman et al., 2001 . In this paper we restrain ourselves to the fixed design setting, where design points x i "
, i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i d " 1,¨¨¨, p are evenly spaced on r0, 1s d and in total we have n " p d design points. In the standard setting, we observe y i " f px i q`ξ i where f : r0, 1s d Ñ R is an underlying function to be estimated and tξ i u are i.i.d. noise variables. The objective is to construct an estimate p f that is close to f under certain error metric like the mean square error: } p f´f } 2 2 :" ş r0,1s dˇp f pxq´f pxqˇˇ2 dx. The nonparametric regression problem has a long history of study, dating back to the 1920s [Whittaker, 1922] . A large family of methods have been developed and their properties analyzed, including kernel smoothing [Friedman et al., 2001 , Györfi et al., 2006 , spline smoothing [Reinsch, 1967 , Geer, 2000 , Green and Silverman, 1993 , wavelet smoothing [Donoho et al., 1998 , Donoho and Johnstone, 1994 , Härdle et al., 2012 and local regression methods [Fan and Gijbels, 1992 , Fan, 1993 , Fan and Gijbels, 1996 . We refer the readers to the excellent books of [Györfi et al., 2006 , Tsybakov, 2009 , Larry, 2006 for the comprehensive literature on the nonparametric regression problem.
In many real world applications, the observations may subject to systematic or even adversarial noise. Classically, the sensitivity of conventional statistical procedures to outliers was noted by Tukey [1975] who observed that estimators like the empirical mean can be sensitive to even a single gross outlier. In the nonparametric setting, similarly, the adversary noise can completely break these nonparametric estimators.
The formal study of robust estimation was initiated by Huber et al. [1964, 1965] , who considered the -contamination model where the observations are distributed from the mixture:
" p1´ qP px i q` Qpx i q.
Here P px i q " N pf px i q, 1q, Gaussian distribution with mean f px i q and variance 1, Qpx i q is an arbitrarily adversary distribution and is the expected fraction of adversarial outliers. 1 The performance of robust estimators can be evaluated under a minimax framework recently formulated in the statistics literature [Chen et al., 2015 , Gao, 2017 , Liu and Gao, 2017 . Typically, the minimax rates under the Huber's -contamination model can be divided into two components: (1) The contamination dependence, which concerns the dependence of the estimation error on the contamination parameter ; (2) The statistical rate, which coincides with the classical notion of statistical consistency and goes to zero as we accumulate more data (i.e., n Ñ 8). We say a robust estimator is minimax optimal if both its contamination dependence and statistical rate match their information-theoretical limits, up to absolute constants.
Our contributions: In this paper, we present a simple and easy-to-compute local binning median method which can effectively remove all the adversarial noise. Theoretically, this method is statistically optimal in terms of both contamination dependency and statistical rate up to absolute constant for estimating functions in Hölder class with smoothness parameter β P r0, 1s (a formal definition of Hölder function class is given in Sec. 1.2).
Furthermore, we propose a generic method for estimating functions with higher orders of smoothness. Our method has two steps. First, we use a local binning median estimator to remove adversarial noise. Next, we take a non-parametric procedure on top of these medians where the specific choice of the procedure depends on user's knowledge of the underlying function. In particular, we show that if we use kernel smoothing or local polynomial regression, we can achieve minimaxity for Hölder and Sobolev function classes with higher orders of smoothness. We remark that both steps can be computed efficiently in polynomial time.
To our knowledge, these are the first computationally efficient algorithms for nonparametric regression under the Huber's -contamination model with provably optimal contamination dependency and statistical rate.
Related work
Some of the classical literature on robust statistics focused on the design of robust estimators and the study of their statistical properties (see, for instance, the works of Huber [ ], Hampel et al. [2011 ). The major drawback of many of these classical robust estimators is that they are either heuristic in nature (for instance, methods based on Winsorization [Hastings Jr et al., 1947] are generally not optimal in the minimax sense), or are computationally intractable (for instance, methods based on Tukey's depth [Tukey, 1975] or on 1 tournaments [Yatracos et al., 1985] ).
In the nonparametric setting, most papers focused on density estimation problems [Acharya et al., 2017 , Chan et al., 2014 , Diakonikolas et al., 2016b , Daskalakis et al., 2012 , Liu and Gao, 2017 . On the other hand, existing works on robust nonparametric regression only focused on heavy-tailed noise [Fan et al., 1994] , but not Huber's -contamination model. To our knowledge, only Gao [2017] considered nonparametric regression problems in this model. This estimator is based on the concept of regression depth, a generalization of Tukey's depth and achieves optimal contamination dependency and statistical rate for Sobolev function class. Unfortunately, there is no known polynomial time algorithm to compute such estimators.
Methodologically, our proposed algorithms also resemble the two-step method considered in [Brown et al., 2008] . However, their analysis is based on asymptotic equivalence [Cai et al., 2009] and cannot be adapted to Huber's -contamination model. Instead, we propose a decoupled analysis and only use elementary concentration inequalities to prove the upper bound of this estimator. Given the importance of Huber's -contamination model, we believe our proof techniques can also be used in other robust statistical estimation problems.
Recent works from the theoretical computer science community proposed new methods for robust statistical estimation with polynomial running time guarantees. Diakonikolas et al. [2016a] , Lai et al. [2016] , Charikar et al. [2017] provide some of the first computationally tractable, provably robust estimators with near-optimal contamination dependence in a variety of settings. More recently, generalization to high-dimensional setting [Balakrishnan et al., 2017] is also studied. However, these works only focused on the parametric models.
Function Classes
The Hölder class is a popular choice of smoothness classes for nonparametric estimation problems. The following definition gives a rigorous mathematical formulation of Hölder classes considered in this paper:
where " tβu and f pα,jqpxq " B j f pxq{Bx
At a higher level, functions belonging to the Hölder class have their derivatives and derivative changes uniformly bounded on the unit interval r0, 1s d .
While Hölder class imposes uniform smoothness condition, Sobolev class only assumes the averaged magnitudes of the derivatives are bounded. Here we adopt the definition from Nemirovski [2000] .
where β ě 1, p ě d are integers and D β f p¨qis the vector function comprised of all partial derivatives (in terms of distributions) of f with order β.
Some Natural Approaches and Their Problems
In this section we discuss some natural approaches and their problems. For the ease of presentation we focus on the one dimensional setting.
Example I: Direct Kernel Smoothing We first consider directly applying kernel smoothing estimator to this problem. Let x 0 be a query point, recall the kernel smoothing method has the following weighted sum form : p f px 0 q "
where K h i p¨q is a kernel function and h is the band-width. Consider the case that there exists some i such that K h i px 0 q ą 0 and ξ i " Q, the noise is sampled from the adversarial distribution. Because Q is arbitrary, ξ i can be infinity and in turn y i is infinity. Therefore, in this situation our estimator will output infinity which is undesirable. One may think this event happens with low probability. However, note for every observation y i we have probability that ξ i " Q. Thus it is not hard to show with high probability that there exists one i such K h i px 0 q ą 0 and y i " 8.
Example II: Truncated Kernel Smoothing A natural to deal with the extremely large adversarial noise is to use truncation. For Hölder class, since we know }f } 8 ď L and P is standard Gaussian distribution. We can modify the kernel smoothing estimator as p f px 0 q "
Here we choose c ą 1 to ensure most samples whose noise are from P are not being truncated [Diakonikolas et al., 2016a] . This estimator rules out the infinite issue. However, consider the following scenario. Let x 0 be a query point and f px 0 q " 0. Note around x 0 there are approximately adversarial observations and if we set the adversarial distribution to be a unit mass on the infinity, then there are approximately fraction of y i s are L`c. These points will incur an Ω` 2 pL`1q 2˘s quared bias in our estimation. In Section 5, we will show the optimal lower bound for the contamination dependency is Ω` 2˘a nd it does not depend on L. When L is relatively large, this estimation will be far off from the truth. We also verify this phenomenon by simulation in Section 6.
Local Binning Median Estimator
We introduce the local binning estimator and its theoretical properties in this section. The interval r0, 1s is evenly divided into m sub-intervals. The bin j " pj 1 , . . . ,
m q and has s " n m d design points. 2 For a query point x 0 P r0, 1s d , let j P rms be the label of the unique bin that contains x 0 . The local binning median estimator evaluated at x 0 is then defined as p f px 0 q :" median ty i u iP bin j .
where i " pi 1 , . . . , i d q is the index. It is clear that p f px 0 q is easily computed in time Opsq, as the median can be computed in linear time (see, e.g., Kleinberg and Tardos [2006] ).
Before delving into detailed statistical properties p f , we provide motivations for both the median operator and the local binning approach taken in p f .
The median. Median is widely used in robust estimation problems for dealing with adversarial noise [Huber, 2011] , heavy tail noise [Brown et al., 2008] , etc. There are two fundamentally useful properties about median. First, taking the median ensures that, as long as the majority of the samples are good, the output will not be affected by the small amount of outliers. In addition, the median itself has an concentration effect similar to what the mean does. Our proof heavily relies on these two properties.
The local binning. Binning is used to exploit the smoothness of the function class. Since the binning estimator only uses observations near the query point, for smooth function class, this estimator will incur only a small bias. This is the same idea in kernel smoothing where we often put more weights on points that are near the query point. We are ready ready to state our main lemma which characterizes the performance of this local binning median estimator.
Lemma 1. Suppose ď 1{4. Let s " n m d and z j " median ty i u iP bin j . With probability at least 0.9, for any j P rms d , we have
Lemma 1 shows a form of bias-variance trade-off. |∆ j | characterizes the bias incurred by our binning step. This term is small if the function we are estimating has smoothness property. |E rη j s| characterizes the biased incurred by the adversary and stochastic noise. Later in Section 5, we will show that is unavoidable in Huber's -contamination model. The log m s is small if s is relatively large. Lastly, Var pη j q is the variance incurred by the stochastic noise. Note we have Var pη j q " O`1 sb ecause the variance of the median of s sub-Gaussian random variable is O`1 s˘. With this meta Lemma at hand, we can direct derive upper bounds for some particular function classes.
Theorem 1 (Estimation Error Bound for Hölder Function Class). Suppose f P Λpβ, Lq for some
Then there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that with probability at least 0.9,
Remark 1. Though Theorem 1 seems to appear only to Hölder class with β ď 1, one should note that Λpβ, Lq Ď Λpβ 1 , Lq always holds for any β ě β 1 . Therefore, in cases where β ą 1, the scaling of m and the upper bound on } p f´f } 2 2 remain valid with β replaced by β 1 " mintβ, 1u. Compute z j " median ty i u iP bin j . 5: end for 6: Compute q f px 0 q " A´tz j u jPrms d , x 0R emark 2. Theorem 1 suggests two potential sources of error in } p f´f } 2 2 . The first term L 2d{p2β`dq n´2 β{p2β`dq is the classical statistical rate in nonparametric regression and goes to 0 as n increases to infinity. The second term 2 represents the contamination dependency and typically remains constant under large-n asymptotic regimes. Importantly, this term does not depend on the Hölder smooth constant L.
Post-processing to Exploit Higher Smoothness
While the local binning median estimator p f is intuitive, the number of bins m -n 1 1`2β 1 L 2 2β 1`1 for β 1 " mintβ, 1u is likely to be too large for smoother Hölder functions where β ą 1 or Sobolev functions. This leads to under-smoothing and loss of statistical efficiency. The main reason is a simple local median step cannot exploit the smoothness in the derivatives of the underlying function (c.f. Definition 1 and Definition 2).
In this section we show a simple post-processing step can exploit this higher smoothness property. Our main observation is from Lemma 1. Recall we have with high probability
We view z j as a noisy observation of f´j m¯w here the noise is p∆ j`ηj q which has bounded bias Op `l og m s q and variance 1 s . Therefore we can take any algorithm that works for non-parametric problem under stochastic noise with bounded bias. Formally, we define a non-parametric algorithm acting on n samples as a map
where x 0 is a query point and ty i u n i"1 are observations. The final performance will depend on how the noise affect the algorithm. This abstract procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1
Now we use two specific non-parametric estimators to illustrate this idea.
Post-processing by kernel smoothing
We first choose the non-parametric estimation A to be kernel smoothing for one dimensional robust non-parametric estimation to illustrate the usage of Algorithm 1. This estimator which significantly improves the statistical efficiency of p f for highly smooth functions in the Hölder class. Let K : R Ñ R6 be a kernel function selected by the data analyzer. We assume the kernel function Kp¨q satisfies the following properties:
1. K is supported on r´1, 1s, and ş 1 1 Kpxqdx " 1;
3. ş 1 1 K 2 pxqdx ": κ ă 8.
We remark that the above assumptions on properties of Kp¨q are not restrictive, as the choice of the kernel function Kp¨q belongs to the data analyzer and there are many simple functions satisfying (A1) through (A3) for various values of . Examples include the box kernel Kpuq " Ir|u| ď 1s, the triangular kernel Kpuq " maxt0, 1´|u|u and the Epanechnikov kernel Kpuq " maxt0, 3 4 p1´u 2 qu. Given 0 ă h ă 1{2 and a query point x P ph, 1´hq we define for j " 1, . . . , m,
The kernel smoothing step can then be understood as applying the K h j p¨q operator over all observations or their local binning median surrogates and aggregating the results.
The next theorem states the main result for the combined two-step procedure, which shows that q f enjoys improved error convergence for highly smoother functions f P Λpβ, Lq with β ą 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose f P Λpβ, Lq for β P p1, 8q and let c P p0, 1{2q be a small constant. If in Algorithm 1, we choose A to be the kernel smoothing estimator defined in Equation (2), m -? n{
4
? log n and h -`nL 2˘´1 2β`1 , then there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 and a constant C L ą 0 depending on L such that with probability at least 0.9,
Remark 3. Theorem 2 nicely complements the results in Theorem 1 by applying to "smoother" functions f P Λpβ, M q with β ą 1. The error bound is very similar to the one in Theorem 1, except that the constant in front of the statistical rate term n´2 β{p2β`1q is more involved and we decided to suppress its exact dependency on L. The contamination dependency term 2 is again independent of smoothness constant L.
Remark 4. We consider the integrated loss over the interval rc, 1´cs to constrains the evaluation of the mean-square error to a strict interior of p0, 1q which avoid "boundary effects" of the kernel smoothing estimator.
Remark 5. It possible to extend kernel smoothing estimator to d ą 1. However, it requires more complicated kernel construction, especially for the fixed design. Therefore, for d ą 1 we consider another estimator, local polynomial regression for estimation.
Post-processing by Local Polynomial Regression
In this section we choose A to be a local polynomial regression estimator for multivariate robust nonparametric regression. We let h be a fixed bandwidth parameter. Given a query point x P r0, 1s d , local polynomial regression uses the following least square solution as an estimate of f around x p f h " arg min
where P denotes the set of polynomials with degree d, B 8 h pxq is the a ball with radius h in infinity norn and I r¨s is the indicator function.
The following theorems show the performance for Hölder and Sobolev class.
Theorem 3. Suppose f P Λpβ, Lq for β P p1, 8q or f P Σpβ, p, Lq for some positive integer β, p that satisfy log n and h -`nL 2˘´1 2β`d then there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 and a constant C L ą 0 depending on L such that with probability at least 0.9,
Again this matches the minimax lower bound. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 where we just need to combine Lemma 1 and standard analysis of local polynomial regression.
Minimax lower bounds
We complement our positive results with the following negative result, which establishes minimax lower bounds for nonparametric estimation over the Hölder and Sobolev function class under the Huber's -contamination model. Theorem 4. For any β, L ą 0 and P p0, 1q, there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that
where ℘pLq is a non-zero polynomial function of L.
Theorem 5. Let β, p be positive integers and satisfy β´1 d ě 1 p . For any P p0, 1q, there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that
Remark 6. The lower bound can be again divided into two components, with the "statistical rate" component ℘pLqn´2 β{p2β`dq going to zero as n increases to infinity, and the "contamination dependency" term 2 that remains constant and is independent of the smoothness constant L.
Remark 7. The minimax lower bound established in Theorem 4 and 5 matches the upper bounds in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 for both the statistical rate component and the contamination dependency component, up to absolute constants and polynomial functions of L. In particular, the contamination dependency is 2 in all theorems without any dependency on the smoothness constant L, which demonstrates an interesting "de-coupling" effect between benign and adversarial noise variables. 
Numerical results
We first use simulations to verify our theoretical results. In Figure 1-Figure 3 , we consider the following estimators: (1) Kernel: the classical kernel smoothing estimator; (2) T-kernel: truncated kernel smoothing estimator described in Section 2. We use an additional hyperparameter T to control the truncation level; (3) LBM: local binning median estimator described in Section 3; (4) (a) Noisy image. White points on the coat and black points in the background are adversarial points.
(b) Direct total variation denoising.
(c) Local binning median followed total variation denoising. LBM+Ker: local binning median estimator with kernel smoothing post-processing described in Section 4; (5) LPR: standard local polynomial regression; (6) LBM+LPR: local binning median estimator with local polynomial regression described in Section 4.2. For all experiments, the hyperparameters are tuned to achieve the best performance. For all figures, we only show 10% observation points for better visualization.
In Figure 1 , we consider estimating a one dimensional function with low smoothness. We choose β " 0.5, " 0.1, ρ " 0.2 and f pxq " Lpx´ρq β for x ď ρ and f pxq " 0 otherwise. We let Q be a Bernoulli distribution with half probability being 100 and half probability being´100. Figure 1 shows our estimator is consistently better than other estimator. Further when L becomes bigger, truncated kernel estimator has worse performance, verifying our theoretical analysis in Section 2. On the other hand, local binning median estimator is not being affected.
In Figure 2 we compare different estimators for estimating a one dimension function. We use the same setup as in Figure 1 except change the smoothness β to 1.5. In this setting, naive algorithms like LPR and T-Kernel do not perform well while our proposed LBM+LPR and LBM+Ker give significant better results.
In Figure 3 , we consider estimating a peak function 3 using direct LPR and LBM+LPR. Note the fitting by LPR is far from the true function whereas the estimation by our proposed LBM + LPR method is close to the truth.
Lastly, in Figure 4 we explore our pre-processing procedure combining with other non-parametric estimator. Here we consider the image denoising task where every pixel is subject to stochastic noise and a small amount of pixels are subject to adversarial noise. Figure 4a shows the noisy image. In Figure 4b we directly apply Total Variation de-noising algorithm [Rudin et al., 1992] . However, due to the adversarial noise, there are still noisy points in the output image. In Figure 4c , we first use local binning median then apply Total Variation de-noising algorithm. Here, we successfully remove all adversarial noise. 
A Proofs

A.1 Useful Lemmas
We first establish the following lemma that provides the key bias-variance decomposition of the local binning median estimator. The main component is a deterministic analysis on the median and the noise structure.
Lemma 2. Denote z j " median ty i u iP bin j as the median estimator in the bin j. Then z j can be written as z j " f pj{mq`η j`∆j , where
• η j " median tξ i u iP bin j where ξ i " p1´ qN p0, 1q` pQpx i q´f p i n4 , and
To prove Lemma 2, we need the following sandwiching inequality for the median operator.
Proposition 1. For any sequences ta i u i and tb i u i of equal length, it holds that minta i u i ď medianta i`bi u i´m ediantb i u i ď maxta i u i .
Proof.
Using similar argument we can prove the other direction.
Proof of Lemma 2. Recall we can write the observation model as
where ξ i " p1´ q N p0, 1q` Q`x i´f p i n q˘. Therefore, y i´f pj{mq " pf pi{nq´f pj{mqq`ξ i .
Denote η j " median tξ i u iP bin j . Applying Proposition 1 and noting that z j " medianty i u iP bin j , we have
Define ∆ j " z j´ηj´f´j m¯. We have To analyze η j , we use a decoupled analysis for the adversarial noise and the stochastic noise. Suppose out of the s samples in the j-th bin, s j observations come from the adversarial noise distribution Q. Our key lemma shows that if s j ď s{4, these adversarial observations incur a small amount of additional bias in the median over tξ i u iP bin j .
Lemma 3. Suppose 0 ď s 1 ă s{4. Proof of Lemma 3. The median is maximized by setting ξ s´s 1`1, . . . , ξ s ě max tξ i u s´s 1 i"1 and this gives us the first inequality. The second inequality can be proved in a similar manner.
As a corollary, conditioned on the event that s j ă s{4, the bias and variance in η j can be upper bounded, following standard properties of the order statistics [Ruppert, 2011] . Corollary 1. Suppose s j ă s{4 for all j P rms d . Then there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that for all j,ˇˇE rη j sˇˇď Cs j {s and Varrη j s ď C{s.
Both Lemma 3 and Corollary 1 depend crucially on the condition s j ă s{4, that at most one quarter of the observations within each local bin are corrupted by adversarial noise. This is likely to be satisfies when is not too large (e.g., ! 1{4) because adversarial noise samples are uniformly distributed across all samples. The following lemma gives a rigorous statement of the above intuition:
Lemma 4 (Uniform Upper Bound for s j s). With high probability, for all j P rms d we have s j ď C ps `log mq for some C ą 0.
Proof of Lemma 4. For each j, by Chernoff bound we have P ps j ě p1`δq sq ď expˆ´δ 2 s 2`δ˙. Now using union bound we obtain the desired result.
A.2 Proof of Lemma 1
Applying Lemma 4, using the decomposition Lemma 2 and then using Corollary 1 we directly obtain Lemma 1.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 1
Consider query point x and let j be the local bin x belong to. Recall that the local binning median estimate p f pxq is equal to z j " medianty i u iP bin j . We then have
Here the last inequality holds because pa`b`cq 2 ď 3pa 2`b2`c2 q. Invoking Lemma 3 that upper bounds ∆ 2 j and Corollary 1 that upper bounds E " η 2 j ı , we know that
where C 1 ą 0 is an absolute constant. Subsequently,
for some C 2 ą 0.
2β`1 we proved Theorem 1.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 2
To analyze the kernel smoothing post-processing step, we need the following technical lemma, which shows that K h j p¨q sums to one and is therefore a valid kernel.
Lemma 5. For any x P ph, 1´hq, ř m j"1 K h j pxq " 1.
Proof of Lemma 5. Recall the definition
Kpvqdv "1.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. Let x 0 P rc, 1´cs be an interior query point at which estimation of f px 0 q is sought. By standard bias-variance decomposition, the point-wise mean-square error Erp q f px 0 q´f px 02 s equalšˇˇE
Recall the decomposition that z j " f pj{mq`η j`∆j , where tz j u m j"1 are local binning medians used as inputs of the kernel smoothing estimator q f px 0 q " ř m j"1 K h j px 0 qz j . By triangle inequality, the bias term |E " q f px 0 q ı´f px 0 q| can be upper bounded by
The first term is the standard bias term in (non-robust) kernel smoothing. Using arguments in Wang et al. [2008] , we have
For the other term, by Lemma 5 and Lemma 1, we know that there exists an absolute constant C ą 0 such that
Here the last inequality holds because |f pi{nq´f pj{mq| ď L{m for all j P rms and pj´1qs ă i ď js which is implied by f P Λpβ, Lq, and s j ď Ops `log mq thanks to Lemma 4. Subsequently,ˇˇE
We next consider the variance term Varpη j q. Since the kernel weights K h j px 0 q are statistically independent of tη j u, Using properties of the kernel K h j p¨q and invoking Corollary 1, we have (again conditioned on ts j u m j"1 and the event s j ă s{4 for all j P rms)
Varp q f px 0ď C¨1 mh¨1 s " C nh .
Putting things together, the point-wise mean-square error Erp q f px 0 q´f px 02 s is upper bounded by (with probability 0.9) log n, h -`nL 2˘´p 2β`1q and integrating over rc, 1´cs we complete the proof of Theorem 2.
A.5 Proof of Theorem 3
To analyze this estimator, for x P ph, 1´hq d , define mapping ψ x,h pzq "´1, ψ 1 x,h pzq, . . . , ψ is the degree-j polynomial mapping from R d to R d j . Further define Ψ t,h P R n hˆD aggregated design matrix where n h is the number of design points in B 8 h pxq. Using these notations we can write the estimation in a compact form: p f h pzq " ψ x,h pzq J`ΨJ t,h Ψ t,h˘´1 Z t,h where Z t,h " pz j q j{mPB 8 h pxq . The following Lemma characterizes the key property of the quantity ψ x,h pzq J´ΨJ t,h Ψ t,h¯´1 .
is the standard error term for non-parametric estimation with unbiased stochastic noise using local polynomial regression [Nemirovski, 2000] . Since we have Var pη j q ď ? log n and combining Equation (5) and (6) we obtain the desired result.
A.6 Proof of Theorem 4
The statistical rate ℘pLq¨n´2 β{p2β`dq can be established by standard minimax lower bound arguments for (non-robust) nonparametric regression problems (see e.g. [Tsybakov, 2009] ). We shall therefore focus solely on establishing the contamination dependency 2 in this proof.
Given a function f , the observation model can be re-formulated as (the robust version) of a n-dimensional Gaussian random vector with mean rf px i qs for i P rps d and identity covariance. In light of Theorem 5.1 of [Chen et al., 2015] , we only need to show there exists two functions f 1 , f 2 P Λpβ, Lq or Σ pβ, p, Lq such that the total variation of the following two distributions D 1 " N prf px i qs , Iq, D 2 " N prf px i qs , Iq for i P rps d is upper bounded by {p1´ q. Then by Pinsker's inequality we have }f 1´f2 } 2 2 -4TV 2 pD 1 , D 2 q ě 4 2 . The existence of such function pairs f 1 , f 2 P Λpβ, Lq or Σ pβ, p, Lq is easily satisfied by choosing two constant function making the total variation equal to {p1´ q. The theorem is hence proved.
